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Bias?

“I had an idea of what knowledge [the informant] had, 

based on my own knowledge and experience

as a student and a young adult.”

This researcher acknowledges that s/he is similar to the informant in some ways, and 

that this may influence the interview.



Assumptions about the situation: what can you not gain 
access to as a researcher? “The informant feels safer doing an online 

interview from the comfort of their own home 

rather than a sterile meeting rom at my 

institution”

or

“I think my informant felt comfortable during 

the interview because they said they preferred 

staying at home when talking to strangers”

“I established a safe space”

or 

“I tried to / attempted to establish a safe space”

Do you (as a researcher) have direct 

access to your informant’s thoughts 

and feelings?

What do you know, and what do you 

assume?



Who did you talk to and how do you describe them?

When reporting the data you have gathered, be mindful of how you categorise the 

person you talked to. How do you want your findings to appear to your reader?

When is a person “a user” and when are they not? For what purpose is it practical to 

refer to an informant as a ‘user’?

Ask yourself if you are talking to the person to understand their use of a system or if 

you talk to them to better understand their perspective or knowledge on a subject.



Referencing

You are welcome to use any references when writing about your project. 

However, as this is a course on qualitative research, use the curriculum when 

referencing e.g., research methods or methodologies.

This will help you in preparing for the exam.



Informed consent

Remember that you need to receive informant consent from your informant when you 

conduct interviews and similar data gathering.

Anonymising your participants often does not just mean to anonymise their name, but 

to also not disclose information that might reveal the identity of your informant 

through. This is known as “the mosaic effect”

According to GDPR, video and voice recordings regarded as personal information and 

cannot be retrieved without an approved application to NSD.



To help us out, please ...

1. include your username in the delivery file (either in the header, in the title, or the 

file-name)

2. do not exceed the word-count limit by more than 10%



FYI

All UiO students and employees should have access to a premium version of Zoom 

through their UiO user account.

https://www.uio.no/tjenester/it/telefoni-sanntid/videokonf/zoom/hjelp/ 

https://www.uio.no/tjenester/it/telefoni-sanntid/videokonf/zoom/hjelp/

